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those who fail in just these ways. 
Does it not seem that we should all consider it our 
firs t duty to learn the rules of that game; to know how t he 
attitudes of ot hers towards us are influenced and formed, to 
have · a notion of the forces whi:c·h mold public opinion~ Is it 
not advisable for us to acquaint ourselves with those factors 
which lead to war, revolution , and disaster, and to intelli-
gently search for the prerequisites of peace and good will 
and t he public weal? Should we not look with a disapproval 
amounting to scorn upon an educational system which fails to 
instruct in those l aws, upon a government which allows its 
members and particularly its leaders to function without .a 
mastery of them, and upon a society which ·even neglects to 
discover the underlying principles which govern the social 
intercourse of human beings? 
Yet social psychology, today, is the most backvlrard 
branch of the science of psychology. General, individual, 
educational, abnormal, genetic , and comparative psychology 
have a ccumulated a vast store of exact knowledge , from which 
we have derived laws and principles of proved and applicable 
worth . But - as a basis for the social sciences, psychology 
has had comparatively little to offer. 
It is true that times are changing this backward-
ness, largely through the application of the experimental 
method to the problems of social adjustment. To the social 
psychology of the theorist, vrho strives to explain and to 
relate the scattered happenings of everyday life, has been 
ii 
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added the experimental social psychology of the laboratory 
worker, whose recent efforts have added a thousand researches. 
These two kinds of social psychology, however, have enjoyed 
scarcely more than a bowing acquaintance. ~ d it is upon the 
former, rather than the latter, . that the social sciences have 
based their conclusions. This is necessarily so, since these 
findings, compiled in a hundred laboratories, have never been 
boiled down into theory and law. Concerned with the problem 
of discovering exact knowledge, the experimenter has never 
given his results articulate expression. 
I have ventured to attempt a union of theoretical 
and experimental social psychology. Instead of dealing with 
the theoretical 2£ experimental aspects, I have tried to write 
a social psychology which is a synthesis of both. fl~d the 
very rapidity with which future researches and new principles 
shall render obsolete this discussion will but serve to empha-
. size the need for the organization and the translation into 
theory of the flood of exact data now pouring in, however 
provisional the assumptions and however temporary the conclu-
sions. 
For these reasons I have omitted all polemical 
passages and systematic discussion. I have purposely left out 
all argumentative treatment of the systems of psychology, all 
classification of data according to schools·, and all direct 
references to the merits or demerits of the viewpoints current 
ly advocated, leaving to the reader the choice of interpreting 
and theorizing where it may seem to him advisable. In a study 
iii 
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reactions of men under rigid and cont roll ed conditions , and 
then, h aving discovered, to apply that knowledge. -:< This is a 
psychological fallacy; it involves a nega.t :i. on of experience. 
The delicate i nte r lac i ngs , the subtleties of group coBperat i on 
moral suasion, and the whole artistry of soc i al adjus tment de- I 
mand a like consideration. The laboratory searchers' inquirie J 
i nto the mechanisms of the individua l mind should be supple-
mented by group experiments, and by coBrdinated s t udies of men 
in the world at large ; and to the very proc e s s of discovery 
there should be linked a subordinate activity of applicat i on. 
The careful sh ielding of psychology from all cont act with the 
socia l world i s , i n fact, the sure s t way to stulti f y our aims 
and t o defe at progres s . For the very mean i ng of di scoveries i 
wrapped up in the ir social relationships; is often disclo sed 1 
affiliations undreamed of by laboratory science. 
To the modern student of social psychology, there-
fore, animals are not i nvariably confined i n cages; men do not 
live within cubicle s ; r elig ious emotion mani f e s t s it self in 
other terms bes i de s systolic blood-pres sure; art is mor e t h an 
a mere preference for the 'golden sector'; and motivation is 
scarcely to be regarded a s the exclusive f unction of hor mones. 
--- -- --- - - ---- - - - - - --
{~he view t het social psychology i s appli ed ind ividual 
ps yc hology was ma.i nt a.ined by Laz ar u s e.nd Ste inthal, and, by 
wundt, despite the latt er's crit i ci sm of this view. Some 
recent works in soc iP l psychology still me int ain a view 
essenti8lly s i mil ar. 
vi 
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The task before the social psychologist, in other 
words, may be seen to emerge in the termination of an epoch in 
psychological theory and practi<re. For upwards of half a 
century the psrchologist had concerned himself with the doing 
of a limit~d, definite job. It was, and is an essential job, 
and brilliant work has characterized its performance. Particu-
larization has been its keynote. And the results are clear and 
precise. Social science should make the 'fullest possible use 
of those results; orthodox laboratory psychology is the solid 
ground upon which social psychology must be founded. But it is 
now recognized that clarity and precision, all too often, are 
to be had only at the price of artificiality, and by the rigid 
exclusion of vital considerations. The . older conception is 
unfamiliar with the world of pride and prejudice, and of trage-
dy, and of hope, and of heroism. It takes little account of 
the will to dominate, to eat and live and cause to live, to 
love and be loved, to beget children. Yet of such are the 
dominant urges of .man compounded, and will be so long as the 
race shall last. Of the play of motivation, the intricacies 
and interweaving of its manifold effects, the laboratory 
technique of the past could yield but a partial - and often 
distorted - understanding. The narrow convention as to the 
field of psychology, and the procedure of enquiries conceived 
under its auspices has been correspondingly broadened. The 
last decades, therefore, have seen the termination of an epoch 
of exclusive stress, and the rise of a new era; an era, it is 
believed, which holds fresh promise for all who strive after 
viii 
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life to whi ch all else is subordi nate. Harmony, form, gr ace, 
symmetry, concinnity, style, and f i tness, these are his 
criteria. Utilit·y may be valued because it contribu tes to 
beauty, but deplored when it conflicts with that which he con-
siders beautiful and f i tting. Manufacturing and commerce he 
deplores to the e)Ctent t hat landscapes are marred and beauty 
destroyed. He may, like Diago Riviera , be socially minded, bu 
is more often inclined to the individualistic attitude. In 
Germany he resists the evaluation of music or art on racial or 
nationalistic b ases. Beauty knows noth ing of creed, social 
purpose, or po l i tic R.l expediency. He cares more for the beaut-:w 
of insignia, the pomp of power, the dignity of ceremonials and 
ritual, than for power or religion as such. 
The social man loves his fellow man, either individ-
ually or collectively, whether as a member of his family , his 
club, fraternity, race, n ational i t y , or i n a philanthropic way 
He is humanistic rather than philosophic, sympathetic, kind, 
unselfish, and usually emotional in his re ractions. To him, 
science and aesthetics are cold and intellectual, inhuman, 
lacking in the warmth of personal feel i ng . Love , not power, is 
his goal. In religion h e is les s concerned with dogma, ri t u al 
institutional amb it ion and the soul's s nlvation, than with the 
char i table and social a ims of Christianity. 
The political ~ i s i nterested in power as such, 
whether in pol i tic s , business or social life. Competition and 
struggle are his milieu, he aspires to be a leader or PUhrer, 
xi 
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craves renown for himself, and subservi ence from others. 
The r elig ious man is my s tical, sometimes ascetic, 
submissive to religious authority or to what he conslders Divi 
will. He strives for final causes, seeks to . comprehend life e.s 
an expression of an all-pervading purpose, to relate himself to 
the embracing totality of this purpose. In Spranger's words, 
the religious man is one" ••• whose mental structure is perma-
nently directed to the creation of t h e highest and absolutely 
1 
satisfying value experience. 11 His asceticism may be a. tool for \ 
power, a s in the c a se of Gandhi, but in religious organizations 
he is more likely to be a monk, a humble priest or mi nister. 
The politic al ~ uses the church a s a means to personal power, 
but the religious man sees the church as a symbol of service an 
self-a.bnege.tion. 
For Spranger these cle.ssifications e.re not absolute o 
exclusive clas s ifications. No one belongs entirely to one grou , 
and most persons emb race all t hese values, but their place .in 
the total hierarchy of values, their rel ative import ance in 
directing action and controll i ng belief and opinion, will vary 
from person to person. 
Allport and Vernon h ave constr-ucted s. scale for 
meaS1Jr i ng the "dominant int ere sts in personality", b 8sed di-
1. 
rectly on this classification of lnterests by Spranger. In 
·--------~----- -----
1. Allport, G. W., and Vernon, P.E., 11 A Test for Personal 
Values,'' J. Abn. and Soc. Psychol., 1931, 26, 231-248 • 
. ~====~~---~-========~~=-=-==~-~-~-= 
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general they believe that his description of types - is -unified II 
and reliable, except in the c !?.se of the social man. Scores on \1 
this test seem to h ave a low reliability, in cont rast with the j, 
scores from the tests for the other five types, as correlated 
with common sense expectation and the opinions of friends and 
acquaintances. Since, however, there are no objective criteri 
by which the scale can be evaluated, the results are at best 
but provisi onal and suggestive. 
Freeman was the first one to make s.n extensive appli 
cation of Spranger's concept of value to the problems of socia 
1. 
psychology. In the pres_ent work I have drawn freely from 
this source, particuiarly, in the treatment of t h e vclues of 
nspecial Groups". In particular I have followed his l e ad in 
employing value as a dynamic concept i n the interpretation of 
social behavior. This tre atment differs, however, in the.t I 
have a ttempted a det£1.iled analysis of the genesis of value, 
relating its indiv idual origin to the nev•er discoveries and 
theories :tn the field of le arning. And it attempts, moreover, 
to display the relative ne.ture of values, their dialectical 
arrangement i nto a hierarchy, and thejr dependence upon time 
and pla.ce; in short, to reveal the 12at t erned nature of our 
values. 
I have attempted, as a natural corollary of these 
recent developments, a rec asting of basic as sumptions and a 
1. Freeman, E., Social Psychology, 1936, Henry Holt, New York 
--- ·--~ :::--::=---- -
.. 
rest atement of fundamental ideas. Thi s will embrace the dynam-
ics of animal and human nature, the organizing tendencies of 
the mind, and t he cultural stereotypes which g ive them forc e 
and potency. This view includes wi thin the scope of our study 
the conflict of values, the clashes of motivation and the un-
spoken revelations involved in learning , perceiving , and striv-
ing. It rejects t he notion that any r e action of man is capable 
.-of being described in terms of i mmediate aspects alone, and 
wi thout recourse to that dominant personality of which e Hch act 
is a representa.tive part. The whole man in his soctal, or com-
plete, envi ronment is the final object of our investigations, 
not a re acting mechanism in the precise, formal atmosphere of 
the 1 abOJ; e_tory • 
Thus stated, however, this problem has only been half 
stated. Social p sychology must be, at one and the s ame time, 
ri gorous laboratory sc i ence,. relative and purposive, and to 
these must be related the vague, imperfect results of less 
formal study. It must extend and perfect its methods for the 
experimental exami nation of the scattered happenings of daily 
life which hitherto have been veiled from our analysis, where 
our knowledge is unformulated and our skill limited. The con-
ventional laboratory provides the controlled experiment and the 
exact results; but here we p ass on to inquiries within the con-
cert of individuals, to t hat method of partial control where 
the results are pertinent though neither exact nor det ai led. 
The gre e.ter unity is attained in the co ordi ne_te balance of the 
xiv 
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I 
compensate. Religious faith and devotion, patriotism, racial 
antagonism, maternal love ,. and filial obligation, family unity, 
' 
sexua l desire and preference, moral and aesthe t ic values, class 
prejudices and class loyalties, t hese never can be fully ex-
plored in the formal laboratory. The laborat ory can duplicate 
neither the punitive measures of society; t he whip, the scourg 
economic want, humiliat ion, shame, contempt, ostracism, banish-
ment, imprisonment, the gallows and the electric chair, nor the 
rewards shovrered upon her favorites; success, wealth and power, 
adulation and prestige, or the adoring embrace of the loved one. 
V:i'hatever artificial symbols of conditioning may be brought to 
bear are feeble when compared '~th the motivating forces of 
everyday life. By no conceivable means may a l~rnching, a 
religious revival, an industrial strike, a revolution, or even 
a political campaign be reproduced. For this reason social psy 
chology cannot be written entirely in terms of the individual, 
or exclusively from data afforded by fac t ors studied in iso-
lation. Thus the specific role of social psychology, it must be 
apparent, is to act as an agent of unifi cation; it has the 
peculiar function of harmonizing the scientist's search for 
order realized in human nature, the humanist's search for value 
realized in human nature, and the s ociologist's search for orde~ 
basic to human intercourse. 
There are, however, powerful forces opposed to the 
realization of that uni t y. Misleading t radition, irra tional 
prejudice, superstition, false int erpretation, decaying tra-
dition and vulgar misconception everywhere persist, and would 
------· -- - ---·--- -- ---------- -- --· -------·-----·---··------- -·- --- ====-=-
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seem to remove the ideal of final harmony of effort. As these 
are examined they lose their hold. In the face of difficulties 
it is not sensible to renounce hope, to allow impatience to 
sour into pessimism. Objective thought and scientific results 
by their common lucidity are persistent and cumulative, and 
gather force with passing time, while superstitious tradition 
and prejudice s pend their energies in diverse ways, and ac-
cumulate no momentum. 
At present social psychology is but a phrase for what 
still remains a ·hope for principles and laws to guide the eco-
nomic and political unification of man's affairs, and the 
common-sense control of man's destiny. Psychologists have but 
written the opening lines of the first chapter of proved and 
applicable lcnowledge; but a start has been made. However incom 
plete our factual knowle~ge, we may go forward with the certainJ 
ty that we are on our way toward swifter and more assured rules 
to replace the clumsy expedients of the past. 
xvi 
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But gullibility is characteristic of school children 
and adults, the world over. These students were young and 
impressionable. Dr. Remmers exposed them to one-sided 
versions of important questions. But school children, and 
pre-school childr en, and adults, everywhere are exposed to 
one-sided versions. So one lear ns to love and worship the 
fascist state and to hate and des ~ ise liberalism and de-
mocracy, to love and revere the "Proletariat Dictatorship" 
and to hate capitalism and fascism, or to love liberalism 
and democracy and t o oespise a dictatorship either of the 
right or left. Here and now, as in every time and place, 
man acts on the basis of selected, di storted and emotion-
alized representations, rather than on the lasis of truth 
or fact as t he scientist or historian sees them;.i'n a word, 
on the basis of propaganda. However subtle or obvious, 
whether the information is false, distorted or merely 
selected and removed from its context, the effect is the 
same; and it is safe to say that nowhere in the world is 
the child offered a calm, clear, objective selection of 
fact and opinion on all social questions, as the honest 
scholar knows it, and such as is likely to, or could poss ibly 
result in a fair and honest conception. 
In Russia, Germany, Italy and Japan, schools (and 
churches, if any,) are systematically and ruthlessly used 
by these governments to preach their doctrines. The result 
of rigidly controlled propaganda, directed through school, 
2 
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the Great Vvar was not fought to "make the world safe for de-
mocracy", that while pacifists are communists, communists are 
not pacifists, t hat "racial purity" and "racial superiority" 
are a myth, that it is "fJ\TrOng to hang "witches", that fascism is 
bad and communism is worse, that pious Cosmos misread the 
Scriptures when he asserted that the sky was glued to the edges 
of a flat parallelogram. But neither for the Russian nor the 
German is there anything in the least absurd in the claims of 
, thes e ri"va.ls; t o a Christian of the sixth Century there was 
nothing absurd in a map based on the Scriptures; to the em-
battled Allies there was not hing absurd in t he assertion that 
German soldiers made a practice of cutting off t he hands of 
little Belgian children; and to John Lewis there is nothing 
absurd in the notion that all American workingmen will be bene-
fited when every worker produces les s , or to Tom Girdler in 
employing fascist methods and supporting fascist theory while 
denying that he is in any way a fascist. In retrospect and in 
regard to t he opposition we understand the furies of war and 
the irrationality of persecution. They have been taken in by 
propaganda, and hold not to truth, as we understand it, but to 
what they suppose is trut h, because that is what they have been I 
told, or what they would like to believe. 
To expect that men will think alike or aet alike on 
the basis of different values and different versions or·: th.e 
truth is, unwise • .A John Watson may view his own mind as : the 
electrical sputterings and chemical explosions involved when 
I 
5 
- --- I 
nerve waves are shunted about over billions of nerve tracts. 
The bishop's mitre presides over a par~icularized kind of 
christian philosophy. Within the head of a Christian Scientist 
may be thoughts and beliefs which seem to him far more real 
than the shado·wy world of arms and legs and buildings and 
I 
oceans which his t houghts have created. In the house up on the j 
political and religious, which serve t o formalize more or less 
similar values and to instrument similar aims. The membership 
overlaps in an intricate fashion and for every conceivable 
variety of reasons. Four men, for example, belong to the 
"Friends of Loyalist Spain"; erie because he sees that side as 
fighting the battle of liberalism; one to express his Pr otes-
tent antipathy to an Italian Pope; one because as a pacifist he 
s ees t he Insurgents as ~he aggressor; and the lc~st is a J'ew who 
hates anything which be ars the fascist label. They are united 
in their support of the Spanish Government, but to expect such 
6 
' 
(I 
!I 
I! 
II divergent sets of values to unite them on every issue would be J 
unwise; this would be to base our social expectations upon co- I 
incidence. I 
And so before we involve ourselves in the jungle of j 
compl exit ie s about such p rob 1 ems as the t echnioue and ef'fec t of l1 
propaganda, we shall pr ofit by fixing our attention u-oon the or · -
- I 
I 
gin of those individual values which render me.n susceptible to 
organized propaganda. We do not doubt that even the earliest 
and most fundamental values e.re built in through a process of 
training which is it self e. type of propaganda; and that the I 
problem of propaganda analysis and of the analysis of values 
inextricably related. So it would be worse than superficiel 
genere.lize about propaganda until there has been a ~rsistent 
effort to understand the values which motivate men to propa-
gandize, and which, in turn, render it effective. 
- 2 -
Velue and Belief 
- - -----
I 
is [ 
to 
The pragmatic utility of this idea is that it places , 
the emphasis where it belongs; the.t is, upon indi vidue.l value, 
rather than upon r ational process. For reason, save in those 1 
comparatively rare moments of objectivity, which is just anothe l 
word for indifference, is rationalization. It is useless to 
pontificate about good and bad, right end wrong, delusion and I 
truth, prope.gande. and education, without a clear analysis of th 
underlying ve_lues which prompt one to approve or condemn. For 
reason is a leaky vessel, into which prejudice seeps at every 
7 
pore. All that we r eally know is that a given version is true 
when it has a modicum of p~_m.i~ibility and promotes desire. 
====~~======~ 
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[I 15 
clarifying the confused , undifferentiated welt er of childish im~ 
'I press ion, emotional drive s are normally directed upon certain IJ 
specific objects. [,i 
The power to dissociate discrete patterns from the 
I 
general mas s of sense i :npres s ions, to channel diverse i mpulses j1 
and direct their i mpulsive ste am upon that pattern, or object, 
is a phe.se of intell igence. It is a relat:i.ve faculty, dependent 
I 
upon maturation of the sensory apparatus, the central nervous 
system and motor coBrdination. It is a function, likewise, of 
'I environment. Yet between the age s of t h ree and six weeks the I 
child r es.cts differently to t h e human voice than to other 
sounds o~ equal volume. Clear visual discrimins tion is held up' 
I 
by the failure of the eye to focalize properly for di s tance. I; 
I 
But around eight or nj.ne months the child begi ns to di stinguis~ · 
faces, and has a differentiated responsiveness to familiar 
persons. 
1. 
adults. 
Shynes s is one aspect of this new distinction between 
I 
I 
I 
The differences in niceness of adjustments are wide a~ 
the pole s apart, say a s betwe en a baby and an orni t hologist ob j 
/' 
serving a bird. To an infant there i s remarkBbly little diffel l_ 
ence between a blue-jay, a pigeon , robin , and a parrot. To I 
some of those who spe 8k for the D. A. R. there is no great 
difference between a pacifist, a communist, a f ascist, an 
anarchist , a labor leader, an "alien agitator 11 , a criminal, or 
1. Bilhler, C., Hetzer, H., an .r} Tudor-Hart, B., 11 Soziologische 
und Psychologische Stud i en fiber das Erste Lebensiahr, 1927 
I 
I 
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a "subversive influence".* This explains why it is unwise to 
expect an intelligent opinion about birds from infants, or a 
rational political attitude in the resolutions of the D. A. R. 
Different persons select their perceptive patterns and organize 
their driving impulses according to age, native wit, knowledge, 
exigencies of the environment and the cultural patterns of that 
environment. 
- 5 -
Basic Learning Process in Form~tion of Values · 
At first the baby gets wnat he wants[)y cry1ng, by 
thrashing, by wiggling, if he gets it at all. This is the 
phase when the child's impulsive tendencies are aroused by a 
wide range of stimuli. Gradually learning defines itself in a 
rapid narrowing of the child's genetic possibilities, through 
a fixation of motives in the interaction of grovrth and environ-
ment. Every learned response may be regarded as a "molded form.
1 
of potentiality present in the gene", in the same way that a 
blister on the heel is a function of cutaneous friction applied 
to an organism geared to blister-raising. Not all stimuli are 
equally potent at the beginning, but there are many foods which 
will call fort h swallowing, just as fear may be aroused by 
' ' 
widely differing sounds, lights, and sudden changes in the en-
vironment. These organic potentialities are channeled into 
preferences, tastes, emotions, and eventually into social 
values. The tendency to swallow any one of a wide variety of 
*Certain members of the D. A. R. sought to · exclude 
Albert Einstein from entering the United States, on the ground 
that he was a communist. They know that he was a communist 
because he was an avowed pacifist. 
I 
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The loss of emotional control incident to lack of 
sleep, fatigue, or old age, and the amorous proclivities of 
older men, afford instances of weakened suppression, rather 
than accented emotional drive, or desire. 
- 7 -
The "Fixation" of Drives 
The child grows and learns. Driving energy is 
funneled into those well established lines of action which seem 
to serve the child's needs. At first contrary action is ~ 
actively suppresed. Normally, how·ever, competitors lose their 
force, until little or no suppressive force is required.* 
ing stimulus situation, with a 
Strictly speaking, suppression 
the result of positive action. 
when the flow of neural energy 
other channels. 
loss of bowel-movement control. 
is not a negative function, but 
The inhibitive effect is lost 
is disrupted, or diverted to 
*Exceptions are ·not uncommon, in which competitors retain-
ing their full vigor, wage incessant battle for the control of 
action. Incentive is incoherent; the house is divided against 
itself; and the dominant action is maintained only at great 
expense of suppressive effort. In extreme _instances the result 
is mental disease, and in any instance is productive of tension J 
fatigue, worry and exaggerated forms of behavior. Christian 
aesthetes who strive after the Paulian ideal, afford common · 
examples. Outraged nature avenges herself through tension, and 
a distorted emotional outlook. 
Psychoanalysts describe this condition in terms of 
"suppression", "conflict" and "complexes", introducing wishes 
as mvstj.cal hormic entities, and inventing an esoteric termi-
nology- . '1 :::'here is considerable reason for believing that -
"suppression", either in normal or pathological instances, is 
no more mysterious, and not essentially different from the 
suppression which operates to control the excretory functions, 
or as an essential factor in any instance of learning. O~e 
criterion of mental health, however, is that coherence of 
incentive which operates to unify one's habits and impulsionS, 
quickly overcoming the need for strong suppressive action. 
1. Freud, S., New Introductory Lectures £g Psychoanalysis, 
1933, MacMillan, New York. 
I 
' 
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pattern of values. 
- 8 -
"Canalization" Distinguished from "Conditioning" 
We have been speaking of canalization rather than 
conditioning, because the word "conditioning" is reserved for 
those instances where other present, and often adventitious 
stimuli, acquire by association the power to call out a version 
of the same response. Conditioning or association thus carries 
the implication that something has been copied and a new stimu-
lus-response linkage attained. The taste for pretzels and beer 
we would ascribe more to canalization, whereas the child's 
aversion to boats, as the result of former fright or seasickness 
would be described as the result of conditioning. The former is 
likely to be permanent, while the latter may be readily uprooted l 
I 
I 
; 
Both canalization and conditioning are explained* through t he 
physiological tendency to select among simultaneous impulsions, 1 
to accent one dominant line of action, suppress others, and for I 
this pattern to be repeated.** The point of their distinction is i 
t hat canalization merely fixates a natural stimulus-response 
tendency, such as the impulse to drink milk, while conditioning 
establishes an artificial pattern. In general, the former acts 
to limit and define our natural tendencies, while the latter 
often acts by association, to broaden and extend the number of 
*If they are explained at all. 
**McDougall used the term " s1:ntiment", which is very similar 
t o the concept of"canalization11 • • • 
1. McDougall, w., An Int roduction to Social Psychology, 12th 
ed., 191?, MacMillan, New York, pp. 125~178. 
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remains one of those things whj ch h ~ s neither meaning 
In experiments on learning the handle which 
nor value .11 
la.bels !I 
the whole food situation i s often an out s tandi ng stimulus. In JJ 
I 
social learning, however, t he h andle for identification is almo1t 
a lways a pattern in which some relat 1onRl as pect, rather than a I 
discrete stimulus, is crucial. 
1. 
illustrated this difference. 
A study of Razran's has nicely 
In one experimental setting, 
saliv£~tion was in time conditioned u pon a single light bulb; 
I 
I 
·I 
' while i n another sett1.ng this response appe a red only when both ~ ~ 
red and a green bulb were presented together. When one s i gnifi- j 
CRnt item stands for the whole food situation, it i s CElled ~~ 
"colligated co~~itioning "; in the other inst ance "configural / 
conditioning". I 
Most social conditioning is of the latter type ; is 
based on the Ge s talt or pattern, r ather than upon filling and 
detailed content; upon a meani ngful arrangement, not an outstan~­
ing item. We are not afraid of lions in general, but only lions 
unconfined by cages. The boy does not love the girl's hair, buJ ; 
the configur ation of he.ir and face and voice a.nd figure. One I' 
thrills, not t o the s eparate notes of Beethoven's Fi fth Syrnphony
1
, 
bu t to t heir sequence, emphasls a.nd rhythmic order, in short, t i l 
their pattern. The sep Br ate items blend i nto eRch otre r so 1, 
II 
1. 
2 . 
Ra.zran, G. H. S., "Attitudinal Control of Human Conditionin I, 
J. Psychol., 1936, 2, 327-337. 
Ibid. 
I 
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tend towar d a mech~ni s tic lnterpret8t i on;these have been in-
terpreted to I ndic ate tha.t motivat i on i s readily cont rolled, I 
and learni ng hi ghl y pr ed:tc table. II 
To make the point specifi c: a g iven child lift s his 
foot in re spons e to an electric shock, and after s everal repe-
tltions responds in the s ame way to a bu zzer which accompanied 
the shock ; a little l ater a light is fl ashed followed by the 
I 
buz zer; t h e child continue s to g ive this re sponse to the buzzer,! 
Pnd after the eleventh tri el, lift s his foot when t h e light goes! 
on. In other words , t he power to c Hus e withdrawal i s t r 13.ns- I 
f e rred f'rom the electric shock to the '' buzzer '' , from the buzzer 
to t h e light, wit hout the latter stimulus h aving any direct con-
1. I 
nection with t he shock stimulus . But several present ations of 
the light fl r sh, without re~nforc ement, elimi ne.ted this foot-
lifting. Moreover, subs equent test i ng reve aled that ,the child' s 
r eaction to a buzzer was thereby i nhi bited. He r e le r:> rni ng is 
mechanical 
1. Novikova , A. A., 11 Conditioned Inhibition and Conditioned 
Reflexes of Higher Order in Children," !_edl kobiologic-
bre ski Zhurnal, 19 ·2 9 , No. 1, 120-131. 
~-~-~--~-~-~-=-~-~-=-==-~====~~-==--~--------------_--------------------~------- --------------------------~-~==~==~========== 
'I 
I !I 
and predictable; the natural urge to avoid the shock is readily 
controlled; and the critical stimulus is an outstanding item, 
present during practice.* 
Again, an electric bell and stroking of a child's arm 
are associated by frequent repetition; subsequently stroking 
becomes a conditioned stimulus for withdrawal, because a slight 
prick has been administered at the same time. The bell and 
prickin.p: are. never directly associated, ye,t the children with-
drew when.! the ·bell -. std.tnulus was presented. .And, .as in the 
instance described above, when the child's response to this 
secondary conditioned stimulus, the bell, had disappeared, it 
was found that the stroking-withdrawal bond had also been elimi-
1. 
nated.** 
Neither awareness, nor a conscious appreciation of a 
logical connection is essential. Musical selections are judged 
differently after they have accompanied a good meal. Plausi .ble 
*Applying this to everyday life, we may assume that a child 
who fears cats because of association with the dog which 
frightens him, may lose the dread of dogs automatically upon 
acquiring a toleration of cats. 
**Undoubtedly social attitudes are conditioned in this 
manner, E~.re irradiated in these ways, and eliminated indirectly. 
Suppose that the Roman Catholic Church and General Franco of the 
Spanish Insurgents are linked in the minds of certain persons. 
Tales of the slaughter of innocent women and children by rebel 
bombs are received with horror , and indignation. In the light or 
the above exper~ents it should be scarcely surprising if many 
persons thereby conceived a dislike for Catholicism. And it 
might be expected that reeducation which resulted in a favorable 
attitude toward the Church, might automatically lessen the 
antipathy for Franco. 
1. Novikova, A. A., "Conditioned Inhibition and Conditioned 
Reflexes of Higher Order in Children," Medikobiologic-
breski Zhurnal, 19?.9, No . 1, 120-131. 
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faith, that is t he key to Christianity . 
I 
II 
)! 
.L 
It is the fixation and I 
elaborP.tion of the CEnal i zed urges as related to the social 1 
milieu, to which the student must go.* For while there is a I 
suggestive relation between urges conditioned in the l Hboratoryjl 
and the working version of soc:lal VPlue s , it is only the latterl! :l 
which affects soci a l behPvior. 
We are compelled to make the most of experimental 
findings;but our great necessity demands that we press on to 
les s certain ground i n a search for useful principles. These 
principles, though subject to change in the f ac e of a growing 
body of exe.ct fact, are necessary assumpt ions . The great aim 
ls to preserve a j u st medium between exc essive veneration for 
the l e.bo ratory technique and improper impatience and contempt; 
it is to avoid the e qual but opposite extremes of error and 
extravagance. Because of the acknowledge~ accurHcy of 
labore.tory experiment precedence is s ccorded whenever possible · I 
and too often r emote From an acknowledged limitation connectio 
I 
with adult values , we are force d to direct social study where 
t here is no exact knowledge. 
Here our observetions ere a:t best i mpressionistic. 
I 
Pres sing on, for exampl e , t o the values of everyday life, we ob f 
serve tm t the he nvens are not the same to an astronomer ~'' - s to a 
lover, the Wacht am Rh:tne c auses another kind of reaction in a 
Frenchman, and the.t the belle of Bali awakens a very diff er-
ent emotion in her native suitor than in an Amerlce.n touri s t. 
37 
We see .flGtltH;;n human va.lues 
,. *And to le ss exact, 
-::attitudes. 
in their effective form after the im~act of'l 
though more suggestive studies on soc
1 
Pl 
·- - ·- - - ··--- ---· 
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culture has done its work. The child setting out to get what 
he wants finds that he is not ~ equ±w~ for the kind of 
world into which he must fit. He comes up against the values 
of his elders. Life is full of frustrations. Fortunately! 
Somehow in the funding and capitalizing of his early ne-eds 
personal values are fashioned. He channels and associates his 
drives, learns the conventional detours to his wants; en-
counters ths c ano~s of good manners, tradition, taste and form; 
observes customs, mores, taboos; develops principles of honor 
and decency and acquires dignit y, propert y and respectability. 
His repertory of values evolves through the impact of a culture 
which first thwarts him, and then shows him what to want and 
perhaps how to get it. 
- 13 -The 11 Rational 11 ~· the "Experimental" Appro ach to VP.lues 
Men have hitherto ill understood themselves and these 
social attitudes. They have not only suffered from blank 
ignorance, but more from powerful prejudices which have yielded 
grotesque misapprehensions in regard to their origin and justi-
fication. ~Vhether they can ever learn enough to control the 
problems of hate and war and poverty and crime depends upon the 
eliminat ion of two types of prejudice, two opposite, but equall · 
extravagant views about themselves and their nature: first,an 
over simplified, mechanical, fatalistic view of human nature, 
' 
based upon such animal experiments as those listed above, which 
entirely overlooks or minimizes the tremendous role of human 
motivation in learning; and second, that view, which, entirely 
unconvinced by this evidence, and despairing of the scientific 
38 
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from opposition, and finally, failing to sublimate its energy, 
the primitive desire bursts the restraining dam of social con-
vention and t riumphantly raises its banner on the ruins of 
character or sanity. Some such version is helo_ by most schools 
of' psychology. Candidness compels us to ad.rn.it , however, that 
the picture is dravm largely from scanty and ar tificially simpli 
fied experiments on animals and infants, from inference as well 
as from experimental fact. 
Now common wisdom has always distinguished carnal and 
spiritual values, selfishness and altruism, the sexual motif, 
. . 
hunger motif, vanity, sadism, masochism, self preservation and 
the security motif; and while we may not wholly accept this 
classification, these terms have a certain aptness and utility. 
But the character which each person gives to any common purpose 
. ' -
will vary with age, sex, nationality, religion and profession. 
Within broad cultural limits these tendencies will vary with 
individual experience and inherited aptitude, with good fortune, 
indigestion and the progress of a career. Every human proclivi-
ty is restressed, retwisted and redirected by the individual 
personality thra~gh' whic.h it is expressed. 
The statement that every human value is individually 
personal~zed is so obviously true as to be mere tautology. It 
is not illuminating until evidence has been accumulated to show 
the steps by which early tendency evolves into the compelling 
motive~ of adult life. Yet no one has traced the origin and 
development say, of sadism in the bu~ly or the surgeon; nor has 
that merging of sadism and sex been disclosed which has been 
Jt-:-::-.===-=--=-=--=---=--=--=--=-=-=--=--=-=-=-=-:-:-=-=-=-=====-=-=-=-=-=----- --- --------- ---
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I 
II 
that f ine sense of righteous communion with t h e progress of man- ;I 
I kind. The pe.ttern becomes so neH!'l y p e rfect in the sequence of ' 
work , pa tience, self denial and r eward , that unpleflsent inter-
mediaries, instead of detra.ct1ng, actually contribute their 
* 
I' 
impul s ive stream to achievement. I The ide ~l has come a long way 1 
I 
II 
\I 
from the infants' vague and flued matrix of organic needs; the 
noble passion, and the love of the good and the be autiful, have 
traveled by devious routes to repre s ent very different things 
to different men. But the u nderlying principle s of leerning, 
psychology infers, were i n every instance identice.l, however 
differently expressed. 
I And so, in spite of the cri tics, we believe that mrman 
learning and human behavior obey the rule s . II We may not know all I 
the answers. Much has be en discovered; a great de al more remain~ 
to be une~:trthed. Whether we c an l e8rn enough to cont r ol the I 
fluctuations of civilization depends upon the exten s ion and 
utilization of that knowledge. ' Prejudice and superstition die 
hard, and men's social affairs, in contrast to the very re-
markrble progre s s of the older sciences, ha s been marked more by I 
drift than mastery. Knowledge is be i ng slowly accumul Bted. But 1 
the be s t knowledge of me.n runs counte r to many commonly · I 
I 
accepted, emotionally bolstered beliefs. · l 
-l~In G~s t a.lt terminology, which is just ano ther way of 
1 expre ssing~he same principle, it may be stated that all activit Y! 
leading to a given goal, tends to be incorporated into a discret~ ' 
pattern - or Gestalt - in which negative intermediaries form the li 
ground upon wliich t he pos it i ve value eppear s a s figure. 
i£G~«JUtxr:e.xpruul±b:x:ext:~.Rxpx~M~. s:tki:«XS:J:11J.11tamrsxw.t.tkxxl'I.X:e::s:s:e:x~a I, 
r:e:~.ta±n"&pwhi:<!:li :txx~imx~~~-~~~x.pcJUtlli!Em:!KX~J::WMl:~l;:1ll~~~ _11 
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It resides in the books and heads of those who have the intel-
lectual courage, and who have taken the pains to discover these 
facts. Its general acceptance is by no means certain. Only the 
extension of tolerance, ope.nrnindedness and objectivity can open 
- ' 
the door to scienca And only science, exact science, about human 
nature will enable man to free himself of these values which 
promot e hatred and misery. 
43 
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CF..APTER II 
VALUES OF SPECLll.L GROUPS 
- 1 -
The M8ny Possible CombinRtions of Heredity and 
Environment 
Man pursues his private interest. But how he shall con-
ceive his int erest and how he shall pursue it is not fatally 
pren.etermined. * The enormous possible combinations and permu-
tations of heredity and environment, expressed in the incentive 
of man , are infinite. No one can set a limit upon his creative 
povrer. We can issue no doom of predestination or automatism. 
We see broad tendencies which promise to promote or defeat our 
int erests.** But we can find no ground for pessimi~,for 
abandoning our highest hopes for man's future , unless, dis-
regarding the lessons of the past, we elect to predict that the 
science of ~hology can make no further inroads into the realm 
of error about hurr:tan nature , and choose to believe that what no 
one knows , no one can lmow. 
*Vfuether or not man 's attitudes and behavior aTe fatally 
determined through the interaction of heredity and onvironment , 
remains one of those philosophical problems unon which psy-
chology is not yet ready to pronounce juc~ent ~ As such it 
need not concern us here. Most psychologiErcs, however, as sume 
determinism as a practical methodology . 
**Pessimism merely involves our particular ~0·~-tr.ine ~ abou~ 
final truth or ultimate good. It marlcs the assumption ol: god-
like prerogatives; which is just another term for that psychic 
blindness which can conceive no possible interests save those 
which accident has cont rived for us. 
44 
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The torch is passed from father to son, from teacher 
to pupil, from "older boy" to the new boy. Each sociel order i d 
perpetuated thr ough s. c onst ~mt influx of neophytes . The youth 1 
I 
is initiated into the minute details of an snci.ent Pnd mysteriou's 
system of loyaltie s and animosities. These stereotype hi s I' 
thought , hi s action, and above all hls feeling. That core of 
devotion~ whose hallmark is that they precede end supersede 1 
I 
the use of reason, without which he would feel puzzled and lost, 
is his fundamental system of values . 
I 
may call to mind, from our s tock of past impres sions, the pictu~ 
of a r Fther comely, prematurely sophistic a.ted male, wearing the 1
1 
current Princeton uniform, whose chief interests are girls and 
football - or whatever Harvard tradition, Hollywood charBc ter-
ization, or a chance acquaint ance with a Princeton man h as 
created for u s . When there is neither time nor inclination for 
person~'> l acqua i ntance, these genere.lize.tions h Hve a limi ted 
utility. For the attempt to s ee individually is exhe.usting and I 
t ime-cBnsumi ng. But there is no shortcut to human understanding, 
and no substitute for i ndividualized s tudy. IJ 
i 
I 
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As aut omobiles are fashioned from crude ore, our value . 
are stamped out of raw human nature and by modern production 
methods. Each civilization, state, school, church, society, and 
home has its die. But unlike an automobile plant, the various 
branches of the cultural factory are not s:,iililchrmized. Modern 
life is both hurried and multifarious; the assembly belt shifts 
and wanders from one social milieu to another. It is as though 
Buick, Austin, Pierce Arrow, Lincoln, Chevrolet and Ford, all 
contributed separate parts for a given automobile. A public 
school body is lacquered in the Harvard plant; on the old 
fashioned theological cht£~Sis is mounted an engine designed in 
the modern scientific laboratory; Methodist brakes go along with 
a Greenwich Village accelerator. The assembly process is without 
rhyme or reason. And the only thing which may be said for the 
haphazard product is that it will run. 
- 4 -
The 11 Prestige 11 Value 
To the promoters-of these cultural factories, and 
probably to most of those who come through the mill, there is 
not hing incongruous in the plan, or the lack of a plan. We are 
so used to s eeing · a conglomerate assemblage of ill fitted parts 
so accustomed to the combination of uncoordinate values, that 
sputterings and stallings, t he skiddings and smash-ups are taken 
48 
for granted. It is said of a person that he is an American. By 
mhich it is implied that he represents certain values common to 
a majority of the residents of the United States. From there we 
r o on to add that he was born in t he T\[iddle West, belongs to the 
1 ~ethodist Church v.rent to Public High School L finished his 
--- --- --- ----------------------=-====-=-=--=-=-=-======#=== 
,, 
education at Yale, and became a New York broker. How different 
from saying: "He is a Groton-Harvard product"! For each 
pattern of values there is a label. From each pattern of value 
issues a type of blind automatic behavior. And when these 
unrelated pat terns produce unreasoning fear and hatred and 
prejudice and persecution- well,we shrug our shoulders and 
murmer something about "German mentality", "man's competitive 
nature", or having "been a Jew for 4,000 yearsn, as though these 
attitudes were inbred traits of human nature. 
It is human nature after it emerges from the cultural 
factory. This goes to show that the impressions of a large 
number of persons, while to an irmneasurable degree personal to 
each, nevertheless are similar enough to bind them into co-
ordinate groups. A simple and common value somehow emerges 
from t he complexit y of i mpressions. Such a real _int egration 
occurs because all children are similarly endowed by nature, 
and because the conditions of group living expose them to 
variable but similar forces. Thus, for example, we may be 
assured that each of us will harbor a judicious regard for the 
opinion of others. The approval-seeking-tendency is the almost 
inevitable outgrowth of family life. In infancy and early 
childhood the mot her is the source of comfort or frustration. 
Her genial attitude is intimately associated vvi th rewards; her 
frown with deprivation and punishment. Gradually the narrow 
compass of the child's world widens to include other members of 
the family , the teacher, playmates, the gang, and all those 
whose individual and collective approval is essential to his 
49 
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"Because he locked a heavy chain to t h e leg of h is 17 
year old dHugb.ter 1 to keep her away from thos e boy friends', a 
37 ye Hr old Hy de PHrk father, who said he had 'spared the rod 
and nearly spoiled the child', will be charged with assault 
and battery on the g i rl in West Roxbury district court this mor -
ing . 
n 'She's a good g irl now and I want to ke ep her that 
way', explained Kostantz Skorohod, a mechanic, when Capt. 
Harry T. Grace of the Hyde Park stat i on questioned him about 
t h e finding of Nellie Skorohod, eldest of his three children, 
chained in their home at 176 Dana Avenue yesterday. 
" 'I gave her every break in the world , captain', 
Skorohod as serted , .'I never hit he r in my life. But she was 
staying out late nights with boy friends and headed for certain 
trouble u nl es s I kept her in t h e hous e somehow while I was out 
1. 
at work'. 11 
The state:rnent: 11 I did it for her own good 11 , or, 11 This 
is go i ng to h1lrt me more than it does yout n, is s eldom true; 
and I doubt if i t fools t h e dullest ch i l d. The very f e.ct that 
we .fee l obliged to apolog ize should make one susp icious. The 
average p arent, however , wallowi ng j_n a muddle of confus ed I 
v alues , a nd unconscious l y ani mat ed b~,- a conviction of guilt, isll 
II ------------------------- -----------------------------------~11 I! 
:I 1. Boston Herald, Oftober 28 , 1 937. 
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1 infallible Providence had erred in not PT?vi ding some harmless 
mode o~ vegetation to replenish the earth. 
Now wisdom and tolerance come less ~ram a c~ntemp~ 
lation o~ the . ~rai~ti-es :_ ·and _subterfuges ~~ __ otm_rs, than fran _. 
intelligent am courageous exploration amo~ the. headwater~ of 
our 01/'Tn streams of action~ The austere s~veri ty _which -~puted 
desire as a crime and frivolity a ~egrading in~luen~e, _may. 
achieve invincibility, if not insensibility, _agains~ the assaul , s 
o~ the flesh; but only at the expense _ of' perpetual confli_c_t, no 
less real because projected ~r denied. _ The. loss of' sensual. 
fulf'illment is compensated by the pleasure of spiritual pride. 
- ... - - - -. 
But I wonder vmat could compensate the submerged guilt, tJ:le 
inner tension, that quiet desperation which must flow through 
the troubled stream o~ li~e? 
How much opportunity for self-improvement we lose 
because we feel obliged always to reconcile our baser acts 1.¥1. th 
our better mtures, because we fall back on haughty moral pride 
and rigid aestheticism as compensatory devices! This is not, 
hOW'ever, a panegyric for indu1geree or vice. The well tempered 
mixture of purity an:l liberality, the judicious reconciliation 
o~ values according to the maxims o~ human nature as well as of 
moral law, constitutes the only sound basis for the wholesome 
synthesis of a personality. After all, man was not Imde ~or th 
Sabbath! A milder moral sentiment, embrac~d _in practice as wel ~ 
as theory, and a humble admission o~ on~ own human frai 1 ty, ar I 
most conducive to virtue and tolerance.* 
*It is a very common reproach, suggested by ignorance or 
malice, that psychology would enjoin mankind to unrestrained 
57 
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1f 
J cruelty of error and prejudice. A radical reversal of values 
I 
1 is a prerequisite at the very begi nning . For one, there must 
I' 
I 
·I 
. I 
I 
!I 
,, 
be provided an emotional incent i ve to objectivity. And an 
j_ns:i.ght into the mischievous bigotry of our own minds is the 
surest provhyl ectic. 
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elaborate an internal code for self ... governnent. The safety of 
that society, its honor and pr osperity demand regulation. 
"Squealers'', "stool-pige_on~'', and "welsmrs" a~e stigmatized 
with deserved infamy. They are punished or ~xcluded from the 
bosom of an in-group whose standards they have violated~ for_ 
the same reason that ~- gentleman ~s dropped from hi_s c~ub for 
failing to pay his gambling debts. In the urn erworld values 
' . -
evolve and loyalties and hatreds arise; Cind while i _ts member_s, 
operate in the shadow_ of public disapproval and unde~ ~?e ba~ 
of law, the activating va1.~es . of th_eir conduct: are surprising:~y I 
like those of the larger group, hoo1ever tinctured with bi tte rne s 
- -, i 
and obstinacy from the conrempt of "respectable ~ople 11 • 
Criminals ~re ~t ' war with society. Depredations oc-
casion no sense of guilt.; any more than so~diers who rayish a.: 
I 
I 
foreign country are shamed 
1
by their action • . And yrhen_ impri~onej ' 
criminals too enjoy the status of prisoners at war - an unfortu 1 
. . . I . • 
nate but not a disgracetul ! circums~ance. 
With regard to t~e treatirent of these social enemies, 
opinion is divided. One holds for stern justice, of "ietting 
r . holds - ' . . . . 
the punishment fit t~e cri~": · ~he ot~_r/for_ me:z-cy and refoT?Jl. 
Practice has taken the more moderate course between the milder 
sentiment and rigid, inf1exible severity!* This"well tempered 
mixture o:f ne re:y an~ r:'ig()r'', the_ judici()US dispensation of 
punishment according to the naxims of ancient practice and 
*Only the most · extreme; hbwever, advocate holding all 
prisoners for the durationof the war-· that is, for life, · sine 
the warfare between society and the underworld never ceases. 
Xlx.xx .~XX., ..oBt.x,x~~x~ ~~
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their lives involve a conflict not only with the standards of 
society, but with . their C1Jirn early stan~a_rds as well. 
It must not be dissembled, however, that society com-
putes the shame ?f prostitution alone from ~onsidera~ion of 
Christian virtue. The eloquent condei?nation is ?erive~ in part 
from other and more worldly standards. The v: aman who marries 
for money, a:r:d the wanan wh? marries many times, . do n?:t. s~are 
her disgrace. Neither the perversion ?f sex i~t? a co~erci~l 
commodity, nor polyandry is necessarily_ shame~~-· .. p~yorc::ees, . .. 
mercenary wives an~ tb()Se who 8:re discreetly promi~~i()us, enjoy 
social recognition. But the explana~ion of tr:is apparent in-
consistency is not difficult to find;. Virtuous .or "F.espec:table 
wanen" draw the line at an excessive coD'JllErcial pro~iscu~"f;.y_ ; 
but, __ more especially_ at W<?Iren who sell themselves. ?heaply, a-~ 
without the social and lega:J_ benefits of n:atrii1lon;r. Prostitutes 
and mistresses are "scabbing" against union wives. 
the 
Thuq/ ccmnerce of prostitution is both an economic and 
a social problem. In Christian countrie~, it is throl?-gh the 
practice of the so-called "double standard ~ of' morality" that the I 
"profession" appears to hav~ assumed a regular ~d institution-
1 
alized form. ·when men are pennitted a freedom unknovm to respec !-
. . . . .. i 
. · .• 
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able women, it is foun:l that IIEmbers of the lcwer and criminaJ. 
classes, _feeblemirrled and n:a lad~usted womer1:, break the s_ocia_l 
taboos, not for tffi sake of sexual gratificati ~m,_ l:ut for the 
gratification of money. But prostitution has gone into a rapid 
decline, along 'With the dual code upon which it is dependent. 
Th~SE.::_ead of' contraceptive knowleqge _El:~d~ac'tl:c_~, vvhich has 
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outcasts, is an outgrowth of our patterned chain of social values 
which stigmatizes perversion as being a "crime against na.ture " 
and "an evidence of depravity 11 • Exclusion and maladjustment, 
in other 'Nords, sre a product of arbitrary social standards, which 
soc i ally condemn this practice with scorn and indignation. 
But like members of other out-groups .; -the invert is 
forced by the rigor o f persecution, and often blackmail, to 
stealth; there evolves a sequential chain of in-group and ofte~ 
anti-social values. These values are derived from public scorn, 
and confirmed in obsessive fear, a neuropathic conflict, and 
social maladjustment. Such is the fate, justly or unjustly, of 
those persons whose dominant values society will not tole rate. 
The discrimination is dictated by loathing and fear. 
But where Christian values have rel ax ,d their hold, the se111e 
factors which ,contribute to alleviate severity h~ve tended to 
abate t h e guilt, and lessen the rigor of persecution. As so-
ciety is actuated, not by the rigid sexuHl taboos of Christian-
ity, but by the temperate policy of soci al expediency, contempt 
is relex ed into a suspicious tole ration. Here it is faintly in-
sinuated, or sometimes asserted in bold but specious argument 
that homosexuality has its compensatory advantages . Thos e who 
viol ate soci al canon, like those who uphold it, ~:tre adept at 
b ending l og ic to the justification of their behavior and their ! 
motives . 
So it is in the he art of our great cities, whoever iy 
' 
odious or contemptible, whoever is ostracized or guilty, gains 1 a 
- -
----
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Autosexuality 
Autosexuality, as distinguished from Narcissism or 
self-love, is prevalent among the members of either sex as a 
1. 
more or less temporary pha se in sexual maturity. This habit, 
though, is rare among such peoples as t he Samoans and certain 
primitives who co~tenance sexual freedom for adolescents. The 
first sens at i ons of pleasure are marked R S the first moment of 
its pr actice. It is an outgrowth of the chaste values of our 
civilization, in all that pertains to the commerce of the sexes. 
The unanimous sentiment of moralists would class masturbation 
a.s a mild perversion, since heterosexuality is the only bio-
lo gically adequate form of sex expression; but the abhorrence, 
l 
the consciousness of degradation and guilt, and the conviction 
79 
of physiolog ic8_l injury is the primary cause of any unfortunate 
consequences. Since th i s pr~ctice seldom precludes a. satisfactor y 
heterose~1al adjustment, s nd since it is common when no other 
fo....rm of grat i fication is pe :_'mitted,, it is inevitable, where 
pre-marital chastity is enforced by social taboo, that mastur- I 
ba.tion be practiced, a s least ~~ong adolescents, and it must be 
regarded, therefore, as an una.voide.ble result of our cultural 
values. 
1. 
- l5 -
Frigidity and Celibacy 
Frigi dity and celibacy derive from the same principle: 
Ellis, H., "The Concept of Narc is s i-sm", Psychoana.l. Rev.--; 
1927, 1 4 , l29-153. 
l 
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church loyalty, r! animated by a complicated pattern of values: 
patriotism, family pride, economic security, personal prestige, 
all of which must be rationalized into a tolerable conformity 
with a very genuine sympathy for the underprivileged. 
PATTERl'lS OF VALUE 
- 2 -
I 
Any picture of a civilized man, living and working in 1: 
I 
that small circle we call his effective environment, must repre- :1 
sent a gallant effort at reconciling his actions to a complicated 
I' 
I 
order of tastes, hopes, ambitions, scruples, purposes, and i~eal~ . 
For a human being is not a simple, mechanical creature. Only to ' 
Ia minor degree does he adjust reflexly to the many external and I 
internal forces to which he is selectively attuned. The infinit l 
permutations and combinat i ons, the enormous pOssible implication~ , 
are perceived and interpreted as furthering or hindering his 
system of values; in the latter instance to be altered and re-
worked into that form which seems most accurately to express 
1 
their relative importance. 
Our analysis in previous chapters regards the value as j 
the canalized and associated form of potentiality present in the ! 
genii; and the adult value as the mimic enlargement or condi-
1tioned broadening of the childish fixation. All individuals, of l 
I do j ,course; do not organize their tendencies in the same way, norAthe~ 
!i nterpret them similarly. Judge Lindsey and Bishop Manning didn l~ ~ ; 
lr or do~ John L. Lewis and Tom Girdler; and they don't view the , 
I 1. 
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a third person may be the promotion of Catholicism~ the Methodis)t 
Episcopal Church, the Seventh Day Adventists , the Church of the 
Latter Day Saints, Communism, At he ism, or the spread of Nazism, 
the Japanese Empire, the British Commonv1Teal th of Nations . * So 
we understand the persistent motives of man not only in ten. s o 
the hierarchy of values; and more specifically, by relatinr. them 
to the dominant or "key value" of the moment, or of life . 
'Phe priest, the la:vman, the captains and the kings , 
the laborer, the statesman, the merchant, they and their fellows 
or organized followers, are all bound by values, which, v iewed 
I separately, are more or less common; but no matter how similar 
the values, each person or group is distinguished by a different 
!emphasis or arrangement of those self-same values. Thus Rabbi 
Stephen Samuel Wise, and. Dr. Cyrus Adler are both Jews, both 
~mericans, and hold to a co~mon patriotism, value the common 
religion and the co~non culture . Yet between the groups which 
they head i s dee r ooted animosity, and between Rabbi ·wise and 
Dr. Adler an intense personal dislike.** Said Rabbi Wi se in a 
I 
*Most·men rationalize the several ends they deem desirable. I 
~he votary, for·example, stoutly maintains that whatever pro- : 
motes salvation, likewise promot es man's well- being here below-
a happy circumstance for the repose of mankind . But one or the 1 
other, ei t her religion or humanism, is the standard by wh1ch the 
propositions of life are accept ed or rejec t ed. He who opyoses 1 
the child labor amendment, for example, because he is led to I 
understand that it is inimical t o the interests of·his church, 
may justify his position on constitut ional grounds, or by argu-
ments of human prosperity. If his first love is a given church, 1 
then child welfare is a rejec·ced value, forced into conformity, 
1 and t he man is guilty of rational chicanery. It matters not, fo 
our purpose, whether the rationalization is logically correct or / 
errone9us. The important thing is: Vfui ch value has Erecedence? 
I 
**Rabbi Wise is president of the ardently Zionist and anti- I 
German , -~erican Jewish Congress. Dr. Adler is president of the 
c~l?-servati "'!._e L n~o_E~st, _ a!!_~! -_boyco_t.t _.{imeE!~~n_ -~ewi~~- Comrni tte -~--
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in the same way as similar virtues in American automobile worker . , 
I r ho make . cheap cars so that fanners can ride to town for church /! 
services, or to attend the movies, He might go so far as to be _l l 
llieve that money diverted to purchase sake is nwell spent" , sine~ 
I 
I it is taken away from the making of bombs. Neither would this 1 
socie.lly-minded person class the industry and courage of crimin-
als with the industry and courage of policemen · ~ .. Being a paci- I 
, I 
fist ma:T force one, in time of war, and i n all consistency, into II 
hostility to moral values ywhich antinomian attitude can be ex- I 
plained only by the ma jor value to which these others are sub- I 
ordinate . . .. ~ 
1 Few values {perhaps none) stand on their o-wn feet 1 
alone . They are grouped into a pattern of values in almost eve~ 
I 
instance , because they promote, or are thought to promote, still 1 
I other values . One man is concerned primarily with his ovm, or 
his family's, prosperity. Each consideration is then weighed in 
1
the balance of its relation to him and to his . When the issue 
is international, we are interested primarily, or only , in our 
ovm nation. Some devote themselves to the progress of certain 
ins t itutions, subordinating ever~thing , either .openly, or by the \ 
'! subterfuge of rationalization - (which is merely a way of trying l 
I 
ito reconcile irreconcilable values, for the reason that it is no 
! 
convenient to acknowledge that a conflicting value has been re-
jected). Still others devote their ultimate loyalty to the con-
structive arts of civilization, to science,* to the elimination 
•,of poverty and destitution, the curbing of disease, the opening 
I . 
I *A student of mine once ¥rrote to Albert Einstein, asking 
his approval on a projected book to be entitled: Jewish Men 
94 
of possibilities for joyous living. To the attainment of a 
, ma jor value or values (call them ideals if you like) , a whole 
I pattern of values is related . And no one of them is to be underl-
1 
J stood without reference to the whole system of which it is an 
I 
I 
I 
integral part . 
Happily for the peace and prospects of man, the 
various systems are capable of being woven into a consistent 
pattern of values, in which the discordant elements are truly 
reconciled . This true unity can be had only by a calm, coura-
geous , intelligent, and honest examination and comparison; by 
facing the implications of various objectives and by rejecting 
less vital ones when indicated. I t is not t o be attained, how-
ever , by that cringing and resentful terror with which too many 
persons react when any effort is made to probe and interpret 
and relate their dominant values . 
I ntellectual integrity is quite i mpossible unless one 
preserve a cool, unbiased judgement, especially in the face of 
solicitation by those values which are generated in passion and 
!hatred. I ndeed , if for the joy of thinking with on~s glands 
rather than vrith one's i ntellect, for the pleasure of stampeding 
with the herd, (or from mere : lack of d.ourage r , . the 
cherished values of love , kindness , and tolerance are overruled 
then it is that Christian virtues and by ~re judice and sadism, 
! idealism have no function except in dull moments . 'When cruelty 
of Science . rpo which Einste in replied wi t h t he question: nwfiy 
not a book entitled , Red -Headed Men of Science? ••• " By vv-hich 
l ~instein protested the effort to subordinate science to religiou , 
and social values. 
95 








Charles Kettering says, in commenting on the inflexibility of 
our self-styled industrial leaders, "To the unimaginative the 
world is always finished •••• ~~ The world will always make allow-
ance for pious fraud, for man's proclivity to pay lip service to 
humanism 11.rhile in the very act of denying, or subordinat ing it, . 
For it is, of course, natural for us to defend against change in · 
that system under which we, personally and through cherished 
institutions, have prospered, and to protect that hierarchy of 
values to which we are adjusted. 
- 9 -
The Handicaps of Social Seience 
Unfettered curios ity, nevertheless, has widened our 
knowledge. Through empirical achievement and inductive con-
clusions which deductive logic could not suppress or ignore, the 
physical scientist achieved his freedom from religious and moral 
I d . . t. 
, om~na ~on .• The social scientist, however, of necessity has 
relied upon haphazard observation rather than controlled ex-
periment. He cannot prove his thesis, e.nd then offer it to the 
public as an incontrovertible fact. He cannot offer the complet 
assurance of laboratory results. For certain of his problems 
the social world is his only possible laboratory. If he were 
allowed to test his hypothesis - the physical scientist t ests 
and revises his hypotheses hundreds of times - and the hypo-
thesis were wrong, the damage might be irreparable·, however 
illuminating the experiment. He is dealing with human lives and 
[human emotions and these subjects do not lend themselves natural 
I Jl y to the objective approach. Furthermore the emotions and 
val ues wi t h which he would tamper have been built in deliberately,-
by c hurch, 8Chool t-md home to bolster our social in:c,titutions. 
The soc ial scientist in t h e very nature of h is work must analys e 
these values a nd p l a ce these i nstitutions upon the scale of 
. objective judgment. The tradlt:tonalist, the religious l eader, 
the conservative press - and to a lesser degree, the liberal 
press - h ave, therefore, deliberately fost e red t h e notion t~ at he 
lj is a crank, an a c ademic simpleton, a dangerous rad ical, or a 
I " subversive influence. 11 
As things g o now, social chang e grows out of physical 
science and its appl i cation, with little foresight of its im-
p licHt i on, and no preparation for the consequence. Inst e ad of 
social science direct i n g and orde ring and p reparing the way for 
industrial and economic innovs.tions , it can only stand a side as 
an l mpartial observer to comment u pon the change, and analyse 
or evaluate its consequence. There is no form of expertness 
1
1 int e rposed betwe en the com"Q'"~on citizen and those puzzling devel-
opm_ents for which his values and institut ions h~ve neither 
11 adapted nor p r epared h :i m. It i s not surprising that he is at 1~ 
times bewilder e d and h elp less. The more remarkable f e.ct is that 
1 he adjusts himself a s well as he does. 
I, One has only to read the introductory article in the 
report of the national resources committee, f'orb:ttlingl-y entitled,. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------" 
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self-assurance from objective knowledge , his role might be con-
I 
structive , rather than critical or apologetic. But that is not ! 
an -inherent 
the only fundamental difficulty; there is / problem in our 
effort to viev•T s anely and rationally the detailed values of an 
ancient culture . Many pious and good men feel that in striving 
I to adapt our mor als and l oye l ties to psychological priciples 
-1 
II 
I 
and modern social conditions , even in q_uestioning t heir infalli-
bility and u t ility, we risk all manldnd has gained in the age-
old struggle for social stability and security . 
If we are to understand the opposition which social 
science is encountering , we must know the system of ideas and 
canalized emotion , which makes such conservatism seem reason-
able. Suppose a mayor of Boston were to ask his father or his 
pries t why he should not accept a bribe. 'J.lhe answer that he 
might be put in jail would not be adeq_uate because any politi-
cian knows that few political "grafters" ever serve jail sentenJ 
ces. The answer, however , that in the long run nhonesty is the 
best policy"; that the r_ren Commandments of :Moses (whether or noti 
it i s asserted that these were revealed by God on Mt. Si nai } 
and the t eachings of Jesus Chr ist, together with the dictates 
of the church are most conducive to the good life here or (and ) 
hereafter; that "decentn men don 't graft - is an ansv·rer that is 
ma.ny of 
sat isfactory to ·· most men, if not to/those immersed in municipal 
politics . But this argu_ment rests upon a faith in the persisten 
and infallible truth and utility of moral values , which faith I 
can be maintained only if' the authority of t he whole code is 
accepted intact and free from doubt or q_uestion. When the 
l05 

rather than by ·tNhether it is in tune with the opinions of duly 
a~9:90inte r1 or self- constituted authorit ies on what happened to be 
going on in the mind of J\.Ioses , Jesus Christ, Moha:m.m.ed , Confucius 
Karl Marx , George Washington, or the members of the Constitu-
tional Congress. The preoccupation is with results - in this 
world - rather than with origin; the value is judged by its 
nfruits rather than its rootsn . And once any religious or 
political value is brought before the bar of humanism, it may 
be that other values which one would prefer to have let alone 
will next be questioned . 
- 11 -GrouE. and· 1_ndividual Values: Their Conflict and Integration 
Behind the V•Thole argument of ethical or political 
conservatism is this fear: that if we view any one accepted 
standard calmly end objectively we cast doubt upon them all. It 
therefore has seemed better to cling t o the mixture of blessing 
and well-being , justice and injustice, and misery wh i ch is the 
bitter-sweet fruit of old vrays . Neither is this attitude ridi-
culous , nor should those who act upon it be regarded with moral 
indignation as defenders of ancient injustice; they defend in-
justice for the sake of justice , and sacrifice one ideal for 
the sake of them all . 
An authoritarian set of moral values , based on reli-
gious creed or reverence for time-tested rules , cl..iffers from 
the outlook of social science , however , in claiming to embody 
------· ----- -----·- --------··--·- ------------1 
-- -
lies , of course , outsid E:' t he realm. of social science; perhatr ."> . 
as B. Russell suggests, . . outsio_e the domain of knowledge . • . 
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absolute and eternal truth, and in believing that if stoutly 
defended , these values can be , and should be ma intained without 
modification; whereas th~ social scientist r egards their practi~ 
cal utility as tent ative, subject to modification and correc- 1 
t ion, i s aware the_t his method is inherently incapable of arri v I 
i ng at a final conclusion, and thHt for better or worse old 
patterns losing their cogency and f orce , are replaced by the 
growth of a new order in our values - and that nothing can cir-
cumvent this ceaseless evolution. Social science thus encour-
ages t he reexami nation of old criteria , and the search for nev'f 
and more pract ical criteria , whi ch may be substituted in a more 
objective and successful search for useful standards . 
It is obvious , to begin ·with , that what is desired, 
' 
our values , represent "good", and that what is dreaded , our 
negative values , represent "bad" . We have individual values 
and collective values. rrhere is a ceaseles s attempt to bring 
the i ndividual i nto line with collective values , and an e qually 
persistent effort t o bring collective values into line with 
those of the individual . Penitent i ar i es a re designed to dis-
suade burglars from " ant i-s ocial values 11 ; the manufacturer as-
sure s t he l aborer t hat a protective tariff means higher wages 
and maintenance of the nArnerican Standardn . 
I t is obvious , hmvever , that our values conflic t , botbl 
indivi dually and collectively , however vve may strive to enlist 
allies by a specious harmoni z ing of values . Donald Budge can 
win tennis tournaments only by frustrating t he des ire of his 
opponents to vdn . The farmer gets more for his product by 
=--::-::==1-l== __ -__ -_:_-_ -_ _ - -===...,.,.,,.,---,---==--=----_-__ - _-..=-=-----.===---__ - _____________ _____________ :-:::_:-=_-:-:: __ ~-=-==-=--=-=:H-:-::-,..,.-_.,-_-_-_-_-_-_-
charging higher prices to the consumer . The capitalist profits~ 
I 
perhaps , by low v·rages and long hours of labor; nat ions value 
terri torial pos s essions and natural resources which can be had 
only at the expense of other ns.tions. The citizens of nations 
which have fared vvell i n past wars value the status quo , and 
depreciate any effort to change it. The victims of past defeat~ 
are branded as 11 aggres sors" , and it is clearly implied that any 
gmrernment which strives to get more of the earth ' s r iches for 
its people by the only possible means , that is, by war , is irn.-
moral. This is an att empt to gain universal, not merely local, 
sympathy for t he desire t .o retain the benefits of vvar . rPhe 
superior moral i ty of "have" nat ions ,* vrhich condew..ns any but 
J/ 
"defensive warfare, reminds one of the poker player, who, havin€ 
won most of the money, t ries t o persuade the losers that it is 
bett er to quit pl aying and get some sleep . 
The Riv al Patterns of Culture 
~ -
Almost everyone deplores group conflict , such a s in-
dustrial strikes , revolution and war . The balance, ce.lled 
"realists" if they a re on our side, 1'opportunistsn or "knaves" 
when on t he other side of the fence, take conflict for granted 
the values whi ch bring thes e things to pass , unless indeed i t is 
t o blame the values of opponents . Each selfish or socially· 
minded individual is wont to produce, through an appeal to 
emot ion , an art ificial ha rmony by arousing in others the same 
*As the l a"'ce Frank Symonds called them. 
---
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des i res . Each self-centered group shapes its code as an instru 
selfish i n t erest : and at t empts to educa·te others by pro~ ment of 
paganda so that they will feel wicked if they promote other 
values . 
And behind ea ch system of values , however egotistical-
l y conceived , is the vision of an harmonious pattern of human 
relations in which e ach person enjoys certain r ights and ful-
fills certs.in obligations. To t he extent that each -person duti-
fully fills his role the system works without confli~t. Plato I 
outlined such a system in his 'tRepublic" . The Brahman caste 
system, the feud al conception , capitalism, guild socialism, 
cor.~~uni sm , fas c i sn1 , Catholicism, all envision an ordered society , 
inspired, i mposed, or evolved . The exponents of these nisms" 
generally imagine a bureaucracy , a dictator , or a Pope to direct 
education and decide values , to p~cribe rights and assign du-
ties , and to enforce conformity . 
Though these concepts would rule out all social or 
group conflict , at least within national boundaries , democratic 
theory and capitalism reta in class conflict within certain well -
de fined limits as a part of the ··s•rstem. A democracy is made up 
of self-centered groups , r epresent ing cl ass, ge ographical , muni-
cipal , occupational, pol i tica l , and , above all , r eligi ous groups 
o-r every shade and variety . Each citizen a s an individual and 
as a member of various groups is engaged in a perpetual s t rife 
to pr omote h is val ues i n competition with t he syst em of values 
of other individuals and other groups . A democra.cy , and to a 
1 lesser degree a republic, might be defined a s that state of 
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remembered.* This intolerance is based upon an ancient and per-
sistent belief that "~Nhile the t ruth or falsehood of any physical 
hypothesis has to be learned by observation and hard work, truth 
about human nature, on the other hand, and about the best of all 
possible order in human values, is not learned, but nrevealed", I 
"inspired", supplied gratis to a few men in oecumenical councils fl 
through reading ancient authorities and arm-chair philosophizing ~ 
or in t he party councils of the fascist leaders; and that these 
men pass this infallible and invaluable information on to us for 
nothing, or for a small monetary consideration. 
This insistent ·dichotomy of human wisdom into that 
~hich is deduced out of one's own or someone's else conscience 
from absolute: principles, as distinguished from t hat which has 
' 
to be learned from exp erience, has been responsible -bot h for t he 
exciting achievements in "natural philosophy!l, and for the amaz -
ing lag in the rational solution of our pressing social problems 
A static theorism in values, e. steadfast reliance on fixed moral 
~rinciple s , has blocked the employment of human intelligence. 
The guiding values of life: had · .. to . be deduced by a curiously set 
and sacred formula. Greek philosophy , t he Bible or the Talmud, 
the pronouncements of prophets and Church Fathers provided an 
inspired system of values out of which new rules could be fabri-
cate0 vrlthout the trouble of learning new truths from experience ** 
*And it is anathema to fascism, communism and C;a.tholicism. 'I 
'l<*Nazi values , likev'lise, are infallible, exempt from cri ti -
pism, imposed from above, and militantly aggressive against 
competing systems of vs.lues. 
;I 
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-acquiring dignity and prestige. He is no longer a voice crying 
in the academic wilderness . Harvard has instituted a school of 
political science. Here theory is in mesh with the driving 
wheels of govermaent, and both science and practice stand to 
benefit radically. Thurman Arnold has been called to the Depart 
~ent of Justice; Adolf Berle is,(or was) Assistant Secretary of 
State; the voice of Felix Frankfurter is heard in Washington, to 
[mention but a few. The wedge is being driven. One can envision 
here, in the union of action and theory, the beginning of an era 
in ·which social science will not be confined to universities. 
There is, I believe, an opportunity for trial and error in the 
social laboratory; for testing any probable· theory , without 
!necessarily "shaking the foundations of s ociety.n 
- · ·-
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Spranger's ,"Types of Men'' -divided ·men' into ·- "Bix general types -on the 
basis of dominant values: the theoretical, the economic, the aesthetic, the social, 
the political (or Machtmensch), and the religious. In 1931 Allport and Vernon 
·published a "study of Values", which is based on Spranger's work, and which _ 
is offered to the public as a test of individual interests, or values. This test · 
tends to indicate that Spranger's types are well selected. Religious and aesthetic 
types were the most satisfactory, and social values the least satisfactory. Cor-
relation with occupation and profession showed the test to have a fair reliability 
for those six types. In 1936 Freeman published "Social Psychology" which 
applied the concept of value as a dynamic facto~ in social cooperation and 
competition. The presei-it paper is ari exteri.~ion of the work of these men. 
Specifically, it attempts an analysis of value in the light of recent experiments, 
and a consideration, on the basis of that analysis, of certain social problems. 
In the first chapter, "The Anatomy of Vahie' ' , i hiwe att~mpted to trace 
the grov.rth of typical values, and by reference to some of the more recent 
theories and experiments relating to learning, to explain how the child's values 
are directed in social living. Especial emphasis is placed on Holt's theory of 
" adience", Novikova's and Munroe's indirect conditioning, or "conditioning of 
the higher order", Razran 's study of "configura!" and "colligated" conditioning. 
Pa vlov's, Razran's and Jones' principle of "dominance", Murphy's "canaliza-
tion" or "fixation", as distinguished from conditioning, and as developed from 
McDougall's concept of "sentiments". As]. E. Anderson has pointed out, the 
principle of dominance, involving the "narrowing of organic potentialities", 
results in the selection of specific responses to determine stimuli out of diffusive, 
ma.ss reactions. The infant's preference for milk, for example, is an individua-
tion of his tendency to swallow any one of a large number of foods. His later 
preference for "mother's cooking" w®ld be explained in the same way. The 
desire for attention and approval may be taken as an example of conditioning 
based upon this early canalization. -' . .· .. . 
All these studies point to the -same'cOuf.se c{findi-&!d'ual development. On-
coordinate, mass behavior. is replaced by particula,ri~ed patterns of response. 
Devastating hunger, or murderous hate, cease to• elicit the wriggling, thP.shing 
and screaming of early childhood. Hunger sends one to the pantry; rage is 
controlled or sublimated against rivals, Jews, communists, fascists, or the 
New Deal. 
But incentive does more than plug in on appropriate lines, pull the plugs 
on contrary lines. It acts, rather, to suppress_ competitors and to augment the 
dominant line of action. A strong competing (but subordinate) reaction tend-
ency requires an intense suppressive force, which accentuates the dominant 
reaction. In viewing an automobile wreck, for example, one suppresses a strong 
horror and aversion, which, paraqoxically enough, acts to augment morbid 
curiosity. This would explain, in part, the tremendous driving force of alternate 
positive and negative values; why love -is aligned :with ·hate, and one often 
supplants the other ; why love or hate is intensified by the opposite value; <J.nd 
perhaps it explains why love is blind-; why we love people b&ause of, rather 
than despite, their faults. 
The selection and fixation upon objects which first elicited a drive response 
:figures prominently in shaping the . values of every personality. The French 
term "canalization" is preferred by -M·orphy for this narrowing of non-specific 
cravings into specific desires . Little girls are given imitation infants, dolls, arc 
surrounded by a complex of influences which end by canalizing affection, 
prestige, security, possessiveness, and other values into a compelling m atanity 
value. Canalization, rather than conditioning, is here used, because the lattE .• 
j mplies a new stimuh,Js-response linkage, an association of other present, often 
;uiventitious stimuli, to an old value. Thus the child's response to the mother 
at feeding time would be described as conditioning, but the taste for milk or 
pret~els or beer . would be ascribed to fixation or canali4ation. 
Since social conflict or harmony result from the clash or synchronization 
of individual values, a clearer understanding of the genesis of value is vital 
to soda! psychology. This need is apparent when one considers the attitude 
of society toward the members of "out-groups", and, conversely, in the con-
sideration of the reaction of those persons to that society which condemns 
and persecutes them. · 
All of us, it seems, are more or less at the mercy of stereotypes which 
·.serve to codify certain values. Men think in terms of "Jew-baiting Nazis'· , 
·'Chiseling Hopkinites", "Long-haired Radicals", "Harlots", "Pimps", "Fairies", 
·'Bums", and "Jail-birds" . The stereotype represents both a value and an inter-
pretation of events which relate to that value. It confirms and supports the 
system of values which it represents. 
This is noticeable in one's attitude toward one's own group and other 
groups, especially toward the members of minorities and out-groups. Like 
children who taunt with such expressions as "buck-teeth", "four-eyes", or 
"nigger", the adult persecutes those who deviate from the common standard. 
But adults have learned to rationalize cruelty. · 
Sometimes resentment is expressed against innocent deviations from stand-
ard appearance or action, as in the case of Negroes in the south, or Japanes;: 
on the west coast. In general, however, dislike is directed against those who 
violate, or seem to violate our own values. Mormons who practice polygamy, 
hobos who won't work, homosexuals, or criminals who violate our moral values, 
or values which relate to the sanctity of property or persons, are examples. 
We must distinguish between those whose offense is negative, as with 
hobos or tramps who refuse to act according to the majority value placed upon 
industry, and those whose offense is positive, as in the case of criminals. And 
we must distinguish between the violators of those values which are codified 
in law, and those whose offense is against morals and manners. 
To the student of ·social psychology, moreover, there is an enormous 
practical difference between those criminals and prostitutes who belong to an 
out-group, who are well adjusted within that group, but whose group standards 
bring them into conflict with the larger society, as contrasted with those who 
class themselves with a despised minority by their inability to conform or 
adjust to the values of the society in which they have been brought up . 
In,sofar as the criminal is the product of an area where anti-sociai values 
are dominant, the cure is the elimination of these breeding places. Punishment 
is not a cure. New recruits are constantly filling the ranks depleted by prose-
cution and imprisonment. Asocial values are still being passed on to growing 
boys and girls. The Panama Canal Zone would never have been made safe 
by arming people with fly-swatters. 
It should not be inferred that members of "respectable society" compute 
the shame of prostitution or homosexuality entirely on the basis of Christian 
moral values. The prostitute not only is immoral, but she also sells herself 
cheaply, without the legal and economic benefits of marriage. She is thus 
\ 
a 'threat to the secunty ot respectable; ·or "-uilion·" · wives: .. ·HomosexuaJs .are 
a disturbing influence, uncomfortable .to have· ard.und in "a· SOciety whose or-
gan~ation and customs presuppose heterosexuality. ·· · · · 
Frigidity and celibacy, while. just ~-s . '.'u~natura1'' as .. hop.1~sexuality or 
prostitution and as inimical to normal procreation, derive from those Christian 
values which abhor every enjoyment which might gratify the sensual, arid thus 
subordinate the moral nature of man. Celibates are not condemned, ' but often 
admired and respected, since their lives conform to the ~ritirigs of St. Paul 
as taught by the various Christian sects. So it :would appear that the attitude 
of society is determined only in part.from·considerations-of social consequence. 
In the experiments on learning mentioned above~ \he·: hat;dle which 
identifies the whole situation is usually an outstanding stimulus or object. , Jn 
social learning, however, the handle for identification is most often a pattern 
in which some relational aspect, rather than a discrete stimulus is crucial. 
Razran's experiments on "colligated" and "configura!'~ conditioning suggest 
a valuable method for studying the conditions of social values. The boy, for 
example, does not love the girl's nose, or hair, or eyes,. but the whole configura-
tion. The separate items blend into each other so intimately, that presented in 
a different context they fall into a pattern whose significa'nce is veiy different. 
; 
And the -values themselves are relative standards. They are relative ·to 
tirrie and place for the individual, and temporary expedients for the group, 
undergoing a constant evolution. As the individual matures he tends to arrange 
his system of values into a hierarchy, in which each value has a more or less 
fixed position, with certain values outrankii)g others. While tending to hold 
their relative importance, they shift temporarily, sometimes permanently, with 
the circumstance, with the surge and waning of desire, . with frustration : and 
success, with his profession, and the whole condition of his adjustment. Social 
psychologists have often erred in considering a value as an independent endty 
which exerts an influence without regard to the whole pattern of values 'of 
which it is only an integral part. No single value, or its effect upon ·behavior, 
therefore, is to be understood without reference· to the person's whole system 
of values. And any analysis of values which fails to take account of their 
relative nature, is just as artificial and .misleading as the pre-Gestalt treatment 
of perception by our leading psychologists. 
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